Our company image!

Dear partners of SkyWay Group, the current development stage requires particular attention to every SkyWay related publication content. In the view of growing interest in the developed product and multiple country government and business attention any of your post can have impact on our group reputation.

In this regard, we’ve prepared a range of recommendations that should be applied in SkyWay web media promotion. SkyWay Group experts monitor all SkyWay concerned materials published on the web and will contact, if necessary, authors of inappropriate content which doesn’t meet the cited recommendations regarding its correction or complete deletion.

SkyWay Group warns that in case of partner’s continuous neglect of the recommendations below partnership with him can be stopped (i.e. his SW account can be blocked).

Recommendation violations are:

Ascribing to State Officials of smth. they never did in SkyWay (for example titles like: Putin with SkyWay, Sheik bought SkyWay shares – now it’s your turn, Lukashenko approved SkyWay in Belarus so sign up you too, Head of State is holding certificate in his hands with “Invest now!” appeals and anything about Officials that doesn’t match to our company news. Imagine that this Official opens social media and sees such post, what will be his reaction to this kind of ad) There you can see the example of inappropriate YouTube video where an Official is ascribed with that he never did in SkyWay [http://prntscr.com/ji26nu](http://prntscr.com/ji26nu);

Overestimation of the facts or lie – when it says that stock market entry is in a month, or any concrete information is presented that is false and has never been published by official company sources, that tomorrow is discount change or conclusion of contract in Arab Emirates etc. or another overstatements;

Promises of unrealistic earnings, like: invest 100 USD and get million shares, or Invest now and you will get profit in one month, promise of passive income or invest 100 USD and ensure your retirement: you will live on dividends, get 1000% profit etc.

Using in description or post the phrases like: “BUY/Purchase/selling// shares”

Our company uses convertible loan scheme for fund raising:

1. Investor - creditor: loan is given for 3 years with rate of 4% of invested amount. Under loan contract the borrower shall repay loan. This option is less risky for partner. The Requirement should not be signed.

2. Investor - creditor (Requirement is signed) converts loan into company share, becomes not its creditor but its interest co-holder with all its venture risk understanding, but in the case of success he can reckon on revenues.

That’s why the use of the phrase “Shares PURCHASE” is not correct and can come into notice of supervisory authorities. You are asked to use phrases like: “Financing, package registration etc.”

Please learn more about convertible loan from this article [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convertible_bond](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convertible_bond)

Partners aren’t buying something. They are just crediting the project and have opportunity to get collateralized shares. So you can use terms like “to invest, to register package” etc.

Thank you for your understanding! We are looking forward our further cooperation!